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Abstract

In the 4th industrial revolution, smartphones have been essential in our daily life because the hardware 
performance of smartphones is getting faster, and its functions are diversifying. Moreover, the speed of the wireless 
networks such as 4G and 5G has been getting rapidly increasing. So, we can listen to music, compose E-mail, surf 
the net and even watch high-definition movies through smartphones. Aside from these advantages, however, there also 
exist side-effects. For example, the illegal sharing of the copyrighted files and information such as pictures and video 
files frequently happens through SNS or websites. This happens too frequently, so it sometimes becomes a crime in 
some serious cases. However, to track and catch the distributor and the source of it, it usually takes much time and 
efforts. In this paper, therefore, we propose a method to track shared illegal image files effectively by leaving the 
source automatically when sharing image files on a smartphone. With the proposed method of this paper, it is 
expected to be helpful for tracking the illegal file sharing.

요  약

4차 산업혁명 시대에는 스마트폰의 하드웨어 성능이 점점 더 빨라지고 기능이 다양해지면서 우리 일상에서 

없어서는 안 될 필수품이 되었다. 또한, 4G, 5G와 같은 무선 네트워크의 속도는 급속도로 빨라지고 있다. 그래

서 우리는 스마트폰을 통해 음악을 듣고, 이메일을 작성하고, 인터넷 서핑을 하고, 고화질 영화도 볼 수 있다.
그러나 이러한 스마트폰의 장점 외에도 부작용도 존재한다. 예를 들어, 사진, 동영상 파일 등 저작권이 있는 

파일과 정보의 불법 공유는 SNS나 웹사이트를 통해 빈번하게 이루어진다. 이것은 너무 자주 발생하므로 때로

는 심각한 경우 범죄가 되기도 한다. 그러나 그러한 것의 유포자와 출처를 추적하고 파악하려면 일반적으로 

많은 시간과 노력이 필요합니다. 따라서 본 논문에서는 스마트폰에서 이미지 파일 공유 시 출처를 자동으로 

남김으로서 공유된 불법 이미지 파일을 효과적으로 추적하는 방법을 제안한다. 본 논문에서 제안하는 방법을 

활용하여 불법 파일 공유 추적에 도움이 될 것으로 기대한다.
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Ⅰ. Introduction

Today’s smartphones are not only as fast as PCs 
are, but also have a variety of features like PCs do. 
That’s why we always with our smartphone on our 
palm from the moment we wake up in the morning 
until we go to bed at night on the background of the 
fast wireless networks such as 5G[1].

There are many advantages to using the smartphone 
that we spend with us every day, but there are also 
side-effects such as the illegal sharing of copyrighted 
data, important information, or groundless rumors. It is 
prevalent through various information sharing  
platforms such as SNS and the websites. Accordingly, 
tracing and punishing the illegal disseminators of the 
copyrighted data also frequently happen[2]. Sometimes 
this becomes a significant crime, and it takes much 
time for the police to trace the distributors and 
sources of it because it requires various technologies 
and efforts such as smartphone forensics are required 
to identify the source or distributor of the illegal 
sharing[2].

In this paper, we propose a method to identify the 
file distributor using smartphone. When sending a 
JPEG image file from a smartphone, a private sender 
information is inserted into the Exif of the image file. 
Moreover, the inserted information is encrypted due to 
the security problem. Accordingly, it is expected that 
this method will make it easier and shorten the time 
to identify and trace the distributors and sources of it.

This paper is organized as the followings: chapter 2 
reviews the digital forensic and watermarking related 
researches with the detailed explanation. In chapter 3, 
the technologies and methodologies, which are adopted 
to the proposed method of this paper are explained. 
Then, chapter 4 checks out the validation results of 
the proposed method. Finally, chapter 5 presents the 
conclusion and future works are discussed.

Ⅱ. Related Works

In this chapter, the digital forensic and 
watermarking related researches are reviewed and 
explained. According to the literature reviews, we 
present the differences between the previous researches 
and this paper.

2.1 Digital Forensic Methodology Using Exif

Metadata

Hong. (2011) conducted a research for a method to 
determine whether the location information included in 
the image file was manipulated, or not whether the 
image itself was manipulated[3]. In general, the 
location information is included in the Exif of the 
image file, and it is saved when the pictured is 
taken[3]. In this study, the four methods on 
manipulation detection of Exif information in image 
files were proposed[3].

Orozco. (2015) investigated a classification of 10 
types of error in Exif data, which is saved when the 
picture is taken on the mobile phone[4]. This paper 
showed the anomalies in the Exif, which can produce 
serious problems in classical tools for the extraction of 
image metadata, including crashes and wrong results, 
and even interoperability problems among different 
devices[4]. The experimental results indicated that 
many of the manufacturers doesn't follow the Exif 
specification. Through the experimental results of this 
paper, it reminds us of the need to accumulate 
Exif-related database to idenfity and detect the 
anomalies in the Exif.

2.2 Watermarking Techniques

Bae. (2018) proposed an audio watermarking 
methodology for copyright protection of high-equality 
stereo music[5]. In this paper, this methodology was 
generated with two kinds of information, "Copyright" 
and "Copy_free" by using the turbo code[5]. The 
proposed algorithm is implemented to efficiently detect 
watermarks when stereo music is converted to 
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mono[5].
Kim. (2019) proposed a robust watermarking 

method suitable for small content by using orthogonal 
watermark set[6]. In this paper, the processing time 
required to search all codebooks for watermark 
detection in the existing information-using 
watermarking method was shortened by using a simple 
echo signal as a pilot signal.

Kim et al. (2016) proposed a video metadata 
database to prove that a video shot by an individual 
with a smartphone was taken from the dedicated 
smartphone[2]. For this system, a database server was 
built for metadata search and tracking, and applications 
for Android and iPhone were developed[2].

2.3 Differentiation of This Study

The researches that we reviewed and explained 
above have the same direction in that they trace and 
track the source of media files such as image, audio 
and video file. However, there are inconveniences such 
as that a database server is needed to be built or that 
some dedicated systems are needed. Moreover, as data 
is being filed up, there’s a risk of data exposure. 

In this paper, we propose a method to trace and 
track the source of sharing data without external 
databases. The proposed method of this paper is 
built-in to smartphones, and add the encrypted 
information such as distributor to Exif metadata.

Ⅲ. Design and Development of Automatic

Exif Metadata Insertion Application

3.1 Development Environment

The proposed method of this paper is developed as 
an Android application with the environmental 
conditions as Table 1. The target devices are 
LM-V500N and LM-G910N based on Android 10, and 
the IDE(Integrated Development Environment) for the 
application is Android Studio based on Java

Table 1. Development environment

Category Content Misc.

Phone model
LM-V500N LG V50
LM-G910N LG Velvet

O/S version Android 10
IDE / language Android studio Java

3.2 Exif Metadata

The Exif format defines a set of TIFF(Tagged 
Image File Format) tags to describe the images[3]. 
EXIF data starts from ASCII character “Exif” and 2 
bytes of 0x00. On the Android platform, there are 
dozens of data types which can be stored as the Exif 
metadata[4]. In this paper, only one tag of Table 2, 
whose tag name is TAG_MAKER_NOTE, to store the 
unique phone information to Exif metadata is used.

Table 2. Exif tag for data storing

NAME Misc.
TAG TAG_MAKER_NOTE

3.3 File Sender Information Stored for Exif

Metadata

The Exif metadata is filled with the phone 
information when the smartphone user tries sending 
the dedicated file to another device. The data which is 
inserted into the Exif and the permissions for them 
are as Table 3.

First, the date when the smartphone user tries 
sending the dedicated file to another device is used to 
fill up the Exif. This is to keep the share date on 
which the file was shared. There's no specific 
permission to access the data. 

Second, some unique information is needed to 
identify the owner of the smartphone. However, as of 
Android 10, access to the IMEI(International Mobile 
Equipment Identity) is not permitted. Therefore, the 
phone number is used for the unique information, 
which identifies the owner of the smartphone, instead. 
To access the phone number, there should be two of 
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permissions that the application should achieve. The 
first one is "READ_PHONE_NUMBERS", and the 
second one is  "READ_PHONE_STATE". 

Finally, this application needs an access to read and 
write files in the external storage when handling the 
exif metadata. The related permissions are also needed 
as followings: "WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE" and 
"READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE"[7].

Table 3. Phone information for Exif metadata

Information Required permission
1 Date N/A

2
Phone
number

android.permission.READ_PHONE_NUMB
ERS

android.permission.READ_PHONE_STATE

3 Storage

android.permission.WRITE_EXTERNAL_S
TORAGE

android.permission.READ_EXTERNAL_ST
ORAGE

Fig. 1. Format of the fIle sender information

The plaintext of the file sender information is as 
shown Fig. 1. The first 6 characters are filled with 
year, month and day, two each. Then, the phone 
number including the country code is appended after 
the date.

3.4 Data Encryption

Before sending the file with the inserted private 
sender information, the inserted data should be 
encrypted for security. This is because if the data is 
not encrypted, there is a risk of data falsification, etc. 

There are many encryption algorithms such as AES, 
RC4 and SHA. In the proposed application of this 
paper, it should be regarded that encrypted data must 
be decrypted for traceability. For example, the 
SHA-256 which was introduced in 2001 by the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 
algorithm is one of the commonly used ones for data 
encryption[8]. However, the encrypted data by the 
SHA-256 can’t be decrypted. 

Fig. 2. Developed Android application
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In this paper, therefore, the proposed method uses 
the AES-256 algorithm to encrypt and decrypt the file 
sender information. The AES(Advanced Encryption 
Standard) is an SP-network that supports key sizes of 
128 ~ 256 bits[9]. The keys for encryption and 
decryption are the same. In this paper, the key for 
encryption and decryption is set as 
“01234567012345670123456701234567”.

Fig. 2 shows the application interface based on 
Android. There is a list of the files which are stored 
in the external storage of the smartphone. Above the 
file list, there's a text box which shows the Exif 
metadata before and after inserting the encrypted 
private sender information into the Exif. After 
long-clicking on the file, the Exif metadata is updated 
with the private sender information, and the 
application shows the menu to choose the application 
to share the file.

3.5 Methodology and Working Flow

The working flow of the application is as shown 
Fig. 3. First, the smartphone user executes the 
application to share a file. Second, the user selects a 
file to share. Third, the user long-clicks on the chosen 
file. 

Fig. 3. Working flow of the proposed application

Then, the encrypted information is added to the 
JPEG file as the Exif metadata as long as 
long-clicking on the file when showing the menu to 
choose the application to share the dedicated file. 
Finally, the dedicated file is shared by the chosen 
application through the Android frameworks system.

Ⅳ. Validation of the Proposed Application

To evaluate the proposed method, the test cases 
have been done as shown Table 4. The test cases are 
mainly categorized as three. The first test case is to 
check if the sender information is stored as the Exif 
metadata. The second one is to check if the sender  
information is overwritten. 

Table 4. Test case

No. Test case Result

1

- Check the metadata for
“TAG_MAKER_NOTE” of a JPEG image
file before choosing(long-clicking) it.

- Try sending the file to another by long
clicking

- Choose an application to share through.
- Check the metadata for
“TAG_MAKER_NOTE” of the received
file whether the metadata is the same
as the one on the sender.

Pass

2

- Try sending the file where metadata is
already saved by this proposed method
by long clicking.

- Choose an application to share through.
- Check the metadata for
“TAG_MAKER_NOTE” of the received
file on the another device whether the
metadata is newly updated.

Pass

3

- Try sending the files which are NOT
JPEG image files.

- Choose the means to share and finish it.
- Check the metadata for
“TAG_MAKER_NOTE” of the received
file on the another device whether the
metadata is NOT updated.

Pass
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Finally, the third one is to check if this method 
works with other format files than JPEG file. These 
three test cases are to check whether the sender 
information remains well in the metadata of the 
receiver and re-receiver. As a result, all the test cases 
above were passed.

Ⅴ. Conclusion

In the 4th industrial revolution, smartphone is 
essential in our life. This is because not only the 
performance and functions of them, but also the speed 
of the wireless networks has been rapidly increasing. 
Therefore, smartphones can replace the traditional PCs' 
role. Not only people use SNS and listen to music 
through your smartphone, but people also watch 
high-definition movies, play games or surf on the 
internet. However, there are also side-effects by using 
smartphones. The illegal sharing of copyrighted 
information such as audios, images and videos through 
SNS or the websites is frequently taking place. 
Accordingly, some of them become serious crimes, so 
police focus their efforts on tracking the distributors. 
However, it usually takes a lot of time and efforts to 
track the distributors of the illegal information sharing 
cases.

In this paper, we proposed a method to help make 
easier to track the distributors of the image files. To 
validate the method, we designed and developed an 
Android-based application containing the proposed 
method which appends the private sender information 
to the Exif. As a result of verification on 
smartphones, the sender information was property 
updated and overwritten.

As this proposed method could be pre-installed in 
the Android frameworks or work as a background 
service, this would make it much easier to trace the 
data distributors.

The further researches that can be conducted in the 
future as followings. First, it would be more traceable 

if the encrypted information includes both the last 
sender and current sender information. Second, it 
could be more useful when it supports more formats 
and types such as MP3, MP4 in addition to JPEG.
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